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Abstract The pore shape of spunbonded nonwovens and its influence on the filtering quality were 
investigated in this study. An index named the filtration index (FI) was first proposed to characterize 
the performance of the higher filtration efficiency against the lower pressure drop of spunbonded 
nonwovens. A parameter called plump degree was used to characterize the pore shape and was 
measured by applying digital image processing technology. The effect of pore plump degree on FI 
was discussed. The results show that FI decreases with the increase of pore plump degree and 
showed a significant linear dependence (correlation coefficient R = 0.96684). This work can 
provide a theoretical foundation for the development of multilayer composite nonwovens air filter 
materials with high filtering quality. 

Introduction 
There has been an increasing demand for the filtration of particulate matter smaller than 2.5 μm 
(PM2.5) due to atmospheric pollution. Air filtration materials should demonstrate high filtering 
quality, which means higher filtration efficiency against lower pressure drop. Nonwoven fabric is an 
aggregation consisting of two parts: the fiber and the pore. As an ideal filter material, nonwovens 
have been widely applied in air filtration. The performance of a material is determined by its 
structure. The filtration performance of nonwoven is closely related with its fiber web structure 
including the pore structure [1-3]. The pore structure consists of the porosity, pore shape, pore size, 
and pore size distribution. Abundant research on pore structure has been conducted, and most of 
these studies have focused on the porosity, pore size, and pore size distribution [4-8]. Our literature 
review reveals that only a few studies have evaluated the pore shape of nonwovens [9-12]. However, 
the pore shape has not been considered to be an important factor that would affect the filtering 
quality of the materials. Though spunbonded nonwovens rarely serve as the sole component of an 
air filter, it is an ideal composite base material due to its excellent mechanical performance, short 
processing flow, and low manufacturing cost. In this study, the filtration index (FI) was proposed to 
characterize the filtering quality of air filter materials. A parameter called plump degree was used to 
characterize the pore shape in spunbonded nonwovens, and its influence on filtering quality was 
investigated. Exploring the influence of pore shape on the filtering quality of thin monolayer 
nonwovens can provide a theoretical foundation for the development of multilayer composite 
nonwoven air filter materials with high filtering quality. 

Experimental Procedure 
Definition of the Filtration Index 

Filtering quality is usually expressed by the “quality factor” (qF), which is defined as [13] 
ln(1/ )

F
Pq

p∆
=                             (1) 

Where P is the fraction of aerosol penetrated and Δp is the pressure drop. However, P is a 
dimensionless index (percentage), whereas Δp is conventionally given in millimeters of H2O. Thus, 
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Δp should be non-dimensionalized prior to the calculation of filtering quality. In this study, the 
efficacy coefficient method was used to evaluate the filtering quality of material [14]. The detailed 
calculation is given as follows. 

Assume that there is a matrix A = (aij), where aij is the actual value of filtration performance. 
Here, i is the sample number, while j indicates the type of filtration performance. If j = 1, aij is the 
value of filtration efficiency. If j = 2, aij refers to the value of the pressure drop. First, matrix A 
should be non-dimensionalized. The resulting dimensionless matrix is expressed by R = (rij), where 
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The method to calculate the efficacy coefficient of aij depends on the filtration performance. 
Higher filtration efficiency values indicate better performance, so the efficacy coefficient of the 
filtration efficiency must be calculated according to 
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where rmax1 is the maximum of the non-dimensionalized value of the filtration efficiency. 
However, lower pressure drop values indicate better performance; therefore, the efficacy coefficient 
of pressure drop should be calculated using 
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where rmax2 is the maximum of the non-dimensionalized value of the pressure drop and rmin2 is the 
minimum of the non-dimensionalized value of the pressure drop. Hence, the efficacy coefficient 
matrix can be obtained, expressed as D = (dij). The filtration index (FI) was first proposed to 
characterize the filtering quality of spunbonded nonwovens, where FI can be calculated using 

1 1 2 2 i i iFI u d u d= × + ×                          (5) 
where i is the sample number, and u1 and u2 are the weight coefficients of the filtration efficiency 

and pressure drop, respectively. In this study, u1 = u2 = 0.5. 

Acquisition of Spunbonded Nonwoven Samples 
Five samples of polypropylene spunbonded nonwoven, which were acquired from the Key 
Laboratory of Advanced Textile Material and Manufacturing Technology, Ministry of Education, 
Zhejiang Sci-Tech University, were selected. The basis weight and thickness of the samples are 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 The basis weight and thickness of the spunbonded nonwovens samples 

Sample No. Basis weight(g·m-2) Thickness(mm) 
1 127.7 0.604 
2 109.8 0.579 
3 96.3 0.528 
4 82.8 0.490 
5 74.4 0.473 

Test Method of Filtration Performance 
A SX-L1050 filtration efficiency tester (Suxin Purification Equipment Company, Ltd., Suzhou, 
China) was used to measure the filtration efficiency and the pressure drop on spunbonded 
nonwoven samples in this study. The test flow was 32 L/min; the filtering rate was 5.33 cm/s; the 
upstream dilution multiple ranged from 7 to 10 times; the size of the monodispersed polystyrene 
(PS) emulsion was ≥ 0.3 μm; and the area of the sample was 100 cm2. On each sample, five places 
were tested, and the averages were determined. 
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Characterization and Determination of Pore Shape 
The movement of aerosol particles in filtering media may occur as a result of diffusional deposition 
(the diffusion distance per second of a 0.1-μm particle can be up to 17 μm at room temperature), 
inertial impaction, interception, gravity, or electric forces [15-17]. All of the above reasons describe 
how materials may filter particles that are significantly smaller than the size of pores. However, 
from another point of view, we can also assume that a particle will pass through the filter only if it 
has a diameter of a certain minimum circumscribed circle (including equivalent circles resulting 
from the diffusion effect) that is smaller than the diameter of the maximum inscribed circle of the 
pore. In what follows, we consider whether the pore shape has any effect on the filtering quality of 
air filter material using an ellipse-shaped pore as an example. Assume that there are two 
ellipse-shaped pores, pore A and pore B, as shown in Fig.1. The two pores have the same area. 
However, the eccentricity of pore B is larger than that of pore A. As a result, the maximum 
inscribed circle of pore A is obviously larger than that of pore B. Therefore, pore B can intercept 
more particles than pore A, even though the two pores have the same air permeability. Therefore, 
we can deduce that the FI value of pore B is higher than that of pore A.  

 
Figure 1 Ellipse-shaped pores with different eccentricities 

According to the above hypothesis, a relationship could exist between the FI value of the filter 
material and its pore shape, particularly in the case that the material is a thin nonwoven fabric. 
However, the actual pore shape of nonwoven fabric is much more complex than the ellipse-shaped 
pores considered above. In this study, we use a parameter called plump degree (DP) to characterize 
the pore shape. It is defined as the ratio of the area of the pore’s maximum inscribed circle to the 
area of the pore itself: 

maxic
p

pore

AD
A

=                             (6) 

where Amaxic is the area of the pore’s maximum inscribed circle and Apore is the pore area. For the 
same pore area, a larger plump degree value indicates that the inner space of the pore is more 
spacious. A JSM-5610LV scanning electron microscope (JEOL Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was 
used to collect the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the samples with an amplifying 
multiple of 200. Ten different places were scanned on each sample; thus, a total of 50 images were 
collected. Fig. 2(a) shows the SEM image No. 1 of sample No. 1 for an image size of 400×400 
pixels.  
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Figure 2 Determination of the maximum inscribed circle of a pore (a) SEM image No. 1 of sample 
No. 1, (b) Preprocessed image No. 1 of sample No. 1, (c) The extracted image of pore No. 4, (d) 

The maximum inscribed circle of pore No. 4 

In order to obtain an image with a distinct pore shape and boundary, a number of digital image 
processing techniques, including histogram processing, median filtering, binarization, and 
mathematical morphology processing, was employed using Matlab programming. Fig. 2(b) shows 
the preprocessed image No. 1 of sample No. 1. A cell array, which could also be called a 
generalized matrix, was established based on the pore labeling, so as to calculate the plump degree 
value of each pore. Here, each cell is a sub-matrix corresponding to a pore. After the incomplete 
pores located on the edge of the image were excluded, 1652 pores were extracted from the SEM 
images of the five considered samples. For example, Fig. 2(c) shows the pore No. 4. The radius of 
the pore’s maximum inscribed circle was calculated using the “extreme value distance method,” 
which is described as follows. First, the distances between an arbitrary point inside the pore and 
each point of the boundary were calculated using MATLAB functions, and the minimum value 
among these distances is then selected. For each point inside the pore, the corresponding minimum 
distance can be obtained. Thus, the maximum value among them is the radius of the pore’s 
maximum inscribed circle. Fig. 2(d) shows the maximum inscribed circle of pore No. 4. 

Results and Discussion 
Table 2 shows the test results of filtration efficiency and pressure drop on the five samples. 

Table 2 Filtration performance of the samples 

Sample 
No. 

Filtration 
efficiency 

(%) 

Pressure 
drop 
(Pa) 

1 31.4578 11.04 
2 28.4121 9.14 
3 26.3823 7.71 
4 24.3162 5.88 
5 21.3693 3.72 
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The FI values of the five samples were calculated according to Table 2 using the efficacy 
coefficient method. In addition, the mean value of pore plump degree for each sample can be 
calculated according to the measurement results based on the method, which was introduced in 
Chapter 2.4. Using Origin software, the relationship between the pore plump degree and FI was 
analyzed by fitting the corresponding data, i.e., the values of FI and the average values of the pore 
plump degree for all five samples. The result is shown in Fig.3. We find a good correlation between 
FI and the pore plump degree. With an increase of the pore plump degree, FI will decrease. This 
relationship is given by the linear fitting equation  

1.30447 1.48878y x = −                     (7) 
The correlation coefficient R = 0.96684, which means the linear curve fit is good. This result 

confirms that the pore shape will affect the filtering quality of nonwovens. Therefore, the pore 
shape should be taken as an important factor in the development of multilayer composite nonwoven 
air filter materials, so as to improve their filtering quality.  

 
Figure 3 Relationship between the pore plump degree and FI 

Conclusion 
The filtration efficiency or the pressure drop of nonwovens is determined by structural parameters 
such as thickness, fiber diameter, and fiber shape. However, the pore shape could influence the 
filtering quality of the material. The results of the experiment show that, with the increase of the 
pore plump degree, the filtration index of the spunbonded nonwoven will decrease. In this study, the 
influence of pore shape in spunbonded nonwovens on its filtering quality was investigated. 
However, the formation mechanism of the pore shape, particularly the influence of processing 
parameter on the pore shape, was not discussed and will be considered in future research. 
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